Midway Elementary’s 100 Easy Reader Books
Every Child Should Know

1. Frog and Toad Are Friends, A. Lobel
2. Frog and Toad, A. Lobel
3. The Wind in the Willows, K. Grahame
4. When Marian Sang: The True Recital of Marian Anderson, PM Ryan
5. Where the Sidewalk Ends, S. Silverstein
6. The Phantom Tollbooth, N. Juster
7. Where the Mountain Meets the Moon, G. Lin
8. My Rotten Redheaded Older Brother, P. Polacco
9. The Secret Garden, FH Burnett
10. Zen Shorts, JJ Muth
11. Matilda, R. Dahl
12. The Composition, A. Skarmeta
13. Sarah, Plain and Tall, P. MacLachlan
14. Living Sunlight, M. Bang
15. Harvesting Hope: The Story of Cesar Chavez, K. Krull
16. Diary of a Worm, D. Cronin
17. The Maze of Bones, R. Riordan
18. The Magic School Bus at the Waterworks, J. Cole
19. Tea with Milk, A. Say
20. Hi! Fly Guy, T. Arnold
21. Ivy & Bean, A. Barrows
22. Tales of a Fourth Grade Nothing, J. Blume
23. Puss in Boots, C. Perault
24. We the Kids: The Preamble to the Constitution of the United States, D. Catrow
25. The Adventures of Captain Underpants, D. Pilkey
26. The Mouse and the Motorcycle, B. Cleary
27. Runaway Ralph, B. Cleary
28. Frindle, A. Clements
29. Mr. Popper’s Penguins, Atwater
30. Caddie Woodlawn, Brink
31. Alice’s Adventure in Wonderland, Carroll
32. Misty of Chincoteague, Henry
33. Danny and the Dinosaur, Hoff
34. Pollyanna, Porter
35. Little Prince, Saint-Exupery
36. Cricket in Times Square, Seldon
37. Gulliver’s Travels, Swift
38. Adventures of Huckleberry Finn, M. Twain
39. Adventures of Tom Sawyer, M. Twain
40. Swiss Family Robinson, Wyss
41. Black beauty, Sewell
42. Borrowers, Norton
43. Amelia Bedelia, Parish
44. Heidi, Spyri
45. Peter Pan, Barroe
46. Wonderful Wizard of Oz, Baum
47. Bear Called Paddington, Bond
48. On the Go with Mr. & Mrs. Green, K. Baker
49. Ling & Ting: Not Exactly the Same! G. Lin
50. Emma’s Yucky Brother, J. Little
51. The Case of the Baffled Bear, C. Rylant
52. Poppleton and Friends, C. Rylant
53. Young Cam Jansen and the 100th Day of School Mystery, D. Adler
54. Cam Jansen [series], D. Adler
55. Second Grade Rules, Amber Brown, P. Danziger
56. Amber Brown [series], Danziger  
57. Ronald Morgan Goes to Bat, PR Giff  
58. Cinder Rabbit, LE Hazen  
59. Nate the Great, M. Sharmat  
60. The One in the Middle is the Green Kangaroo, J. Blume  
61. Freckle Juice, J. Blume  
62. The Rough Face Girl, R. Martin  
63. The Velveteen Rabbit, M. Williams  
64. Thank You, Mr. Falker, P. Polacco  
65. Araminta’s Paint Box, K. Ackerman  
66. Grace’s Letter to Lincoln, P & C Roop  
67. How Many Days to America, E. Bunting  
68. The Return of the Buffaloes, P. Goble  
69. Geronimo Stilton [Series], Stilton  
70. Judy Moody [Series], McDonald  
71. Mrs. Piggle-Wiggle, McDonald  
72. James and the Giant Peach, Dahl  
73. Ramona [Series], B. Cleary  
74. Class from Black Lagoon [Series], Thaler  
75. A to Z Mysteries [Series], Roy  
76. Wayside School [series], Sachar  
77. Pee Wee Scouts [series], Delton  
78. Bingo Brown [series], Byars  
79. Time Wart Trio, Scieszka  
80. Boxcar Children [series], Warner  
81. Commander Toad [series], Yolen  
82. American Girls [series], American  
83. Chocolate Fever, Smith  
84. Jigsaw Jones [series], Preller  
85. Magic Tree House [series], Osborne  
86. Boys Start the War [series], Naylor  
87. The Twits, R. Dahl  
88. Horrible Harry [series],  
89. Captain Underpants, Pilkey  
90. Sammy Keyes, VanDraaen  
91. Secrets of Droon [series], Abbott  
92. Chalk Box Kid, Bulla  
93. Spy on Third Base, Christopher  
94. Bailey School Kids [series], Dadey  
95. Franny K. Stein [series], Benton  
96. Soup, Beck  
97. Class Clown, Hurwitz  
98. Jenny Archer, Conford  
99. How to Train Your Dragon [series], C. Cowell  
100. Rainbow Magic Princess Fairies, D. Meadows